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Overview

Niche marketng is a specialized type of marketng that can be lucratve when applied properly so it is easy to see  

why niche marketng can be the easiest way for online entrepreneurs to start a business. So what is this popular  

niche marketng? In terms of marketng it refers to a subset of the market for a partcular product. For example,  

there is a huge market for clothing and a broad range of products. Specialized clothing for a partcular industry,  

such as a chefs hat, would be considered a niche within the clothing market. Marketng niche products ofine is 

notoriously difcult as it is not easy to get product marketng to those who need it; online however, there are 

many ways to fnd buyers for niche products. The Internet has presented a huge opportunity for these types of  

products to be marketed as one of the primary sources of informaton for people looking to purchase a product is  

an online search engine such as Google. 

Returning to our example of a user looking for a chefs hat, the average person looking will simply type in a phrase  

such as “I need a chefs hat” into Google, hit go and they will probably get millions of results. The frst few pages 

will contain a variety of links, many related to sales and marketng of chef apparel.  While results will difer from  

one user to another as Google checks your locaton, the basic results page will be very similar.

The SERPs Page

Search engine results pages (SERPs) have distnct sectons: The 

top yellow shaded box contains advertsing for products related 

to  the  search  terms(‘chefs  hat’  in  our  example).  These 

advertsements are paid for (“sponsored”) by the sellers, hence 

the prime page positon they hold, right below the search term. 

Below the sponsored links are the regular results related to the 

search term that  has  been entered.  These  are  a  mixture  of 

informatonal  entries such as Wikipedia,  large sellers such as 

Amazon, links to computer games that have ‘chefs hat’ as an 

item, and lastly sellers of chefs hats. It appears that this is a fairly compettve product because the big hitters 

Amazon, Wal-Mart and Target, are there so competng on this SERPs page is going to be difcult. This type of niche 

market is called a mainstream niche, and will be hard to compete with for page 1 in the SERPs or an advertsing 

spot.
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Finding the Right Products to Market

There are several things that the niche marketer must take care of in order to be successful at this. The main one is  

to fnd products that have a sufciently high trafc volume to bother selling; and access to afliate networks who 

have the products you will be marketng and selling. Some products cannot be sold through afliate advertsing  

and marketng because the companies that sell these products do not wish to market that way – most are keen for  

you to sell on their behalf. Finding products where there is lower competton is probably the hardest part of it. 

What you are looking for is a product that is 

� Easy to compete with (and usually a specialty of some sort)

� Easy to sell (high demand)

� Has a good commission rate (well paid)

� Trafc converts well (qualifed buyers)

These seem like quite a challenge – especially to a novice marketer but there are techniques that will help you  

make the most of the opportunites available and once the main process is learned, it will become second nature. 

The SiteBildZ.com sofware comes with all the tools needed to research and locate proftable niche markets.  You 

can also create niche websites in minutes and directly access all the top afliate networks to easily add products to 

your website with just a few mouse clicks.

Niche marketng is a low cost, long-term residual income opportunity

Niche marketng in general is not a “get-rich-quick” scheme; in fact a better descripton might be a “build your-

riches-slowly-but-surely” scheme! There is good reason to say this. Using our chefs hat example, the cost of one of  

these is about $10 (or less) per item. In general, you may sell one or two at a tme plus an accessory every now and  

then. This puts the average gross sales revenue at somewhere around $20 per sale. As you are not stocking, selling  

and delivering them yourself, there is only a limited amount of that gross revenue available to you as a sales  

commission which typically is under 25%. Your net revenue per sale is then only $5 at best. To make $500 a week,  

you would have to sell 100 of these hats. With conversion rates of under 10% (and that is generous) you might  

need 1000 people per week to visit your site. The real fgures are going to be a lot lower for most products but may 

be a lot higher for others. 

For newbies, driving 1000 buying visitors per week looking for a specifc type of chefs hat may be a bridge too far  

so a reality check is recommended. Having said that, $5 per sale and 5 sales per week is $25/week. No ongoing  
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efort is generally required for this type of residual income and it equates to $1250/year. If you own 50 sites that  

perform like this you could probably aford to give up your day job! The money is not instant though and your sales 

may not even start for 3 months as Google ranks your page higher and higher and other trafc generaton methods 

start producing consistent trafc. For this reason many niche marketers constantly fnd new products and build  

multple niche sites; it is not uncommon for a single person to have hundreds of websites, each focusing on a single 

product niche. These people make a good living out of niche marketng.

The other route is to go for technology products which are higher value and thus higher commission. They too  

have narrow markets but can be a very lucratve startng point if the right products are found. This might include 

new computer accessories, car accessories or the thriving market for mobile devices. To get anywhere, you must  

examine  the  competton  because  you  will  have  to  beat  them  to  the  gate  to  make  any  headway  so  if  the 

competton is strong, you may not be able to fnancially contend.

Many successful niche marketers typically do not stck to one product or niche – or even one market sector; most 

will have a string of sites, all with varying products, refning their portolio as they fgure out which ones make  

money and which ones do not. The investment is low 

as  domains  are  cheap  –  only  $8-11  for  a  regular 

domain with hostng for multple domains only costng 

around $20 per month or less. 

Creatng multple sites  that  advertse niche products  

mainly requires website design/development tme and  

finding successful products to market! 

Finding the right product is more important than any 

other actvity. The whole point of being in niche marketng is to locate the product that people want, and that  

there is little advertsing competton. This is becoming more important as very recently, Google started de-ranking 

sites that were merely advertsing platorms rather being than useful sales sites (their “Panda” updates which  

began in early 2012 and have contnued with the 24th Panda refresh implemented January 2013 ) – even though 

the products were in demand. 

In Google’s view, the public is served better by providing not only better local optons to buy products – they have  

been doing that for years – but now are focused on providing users with the best shopping experience by listng  

the bigger  sellers  like  Amazon,  alongside smaller  suppliers  which  have quality  to  ofer.  They  even developed 

sofware to make site quality assessments for them which was the main thrust of the January 2012 Panda update.
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Keywords=Cash
As most people have experienced, typing virtually anything into a search engine entry feld generates a  

myriad of results, with many search terms capable of generatng hundreds of millions of listngs. These 

terms that the user types in are keywords. Confusingly, a keyword may consist of several words as a 

phrase in this context; the phrase need not be grammatcally correct either. For those who choose  

their  keywords  well,  there  is  the  opportunity  for  their  listng  to  rank  highly  in  the  SERPs,  and 

consequently to receive a lot of site trafc, many of whom might make a purchase when they get  

there. The caveat is, that it is a highly compettve world out there and the only way you can beat that  

competton (especially for beginners) is to choose products that not only sell well, but those that have  

longer  keywords  to  fnd  them.  Our  example  started  with  “chef  hats”  which  proved  to  be  fairly 

compettve. On further examinaton it was apparent that “pleated chef hats” was not so compettve  

and therefore a good SERPs positon is achievable but the trafc fgures are low so it may not pay to  

focus on just that one keyword. 

Keywords for Niche Subsets

This example of a mainstream niche shows how challenging it can be to compete 

in the SERPs, however this is not the whole picture and search engine results are 

not always the best source of trafc - although they are undoubtedly a great way  

of driving trafc to generate sales revenue from a website. If we delved into our  

example  product  a little  deeper  we might  fnd that  there  are  subsets  of  the  

mainstream product which are easier to compete with in the SERPs. Our example  

of chefs hats is pretty broad but we could categorize them in a number of ways; 

perhaps by color, intended use, gender or age of wearer, natonal styles etc. Splitng this mainstream niche down  

into segments results in less trafc in the SERPs; however, one of the most important features of visitors who fnd  

their way to sites that ofer narrow niche products is that they are what are known as “well-qualifed leads.” The  

narrower the niche, the more qualifed the lead will be. This basically means that people who visit a site where a  

narrow niche product is being sold are much more likely to make a purchase. The buyer who visits the Target  

website on the other hand is more likely to browse and see special ofers for all manner of products so they are 

easily distracted but for Target, are more lucratve as a result. These site visitors are less likely to make a purchase  

of the original searched item as a result, so although the trafc levels are high, conversion rates are proportonally  

lower. 
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Enter the Niche Marketer

Getng back to our example, if we narrow down our search to look for “pleated chefs hat” you will get a much 

diferent results page. There is little sign of the big hitters here, and the only competton in the search results are  

relatvely unknown suppliers with the usual Wikipedia/ask.com entry, heading the list.  

This all  sounds like great news for the entrepreneur,  but there is work to be done for those seeking to make  

revenue from niche marketng.  The frst issue is that of fnding products to sell. Let’s go back to our example.  

Choosing a longer keyword means there are fewer sites to compete with that ofer the more specifc product of a 

“pleated chefs hat”. The idea with niche marketng is to create a website that specializes in one or more niche 

products – in our case it would be “chefs hats”. But to generate 

trafc we can use a variety of low-competton keywords related 

to the product. We might include pleated chefs hat, colored chefs 

hat, tall chefs hat, short chefs hat etc. This does not mean that 

the niche marketer has to sell just that product on their website; 

anything  related  to  the  niche  product  can  be  advertsed, 

maximizing the potental of turning trafc into hard sales. There 

might  be  accessories  related  to  chefs  hats  such  as  hatstands, 

storage boxes, cleaning products etc. all of which can be added to 

the niche site to increase both its usefulness to the visitor who 

can be upsold these products and more likely to be ranked by 

Google as (see the Penguin Update secton) it will be judged by 

them  as  being  a  better  quality  and  thus  more  deserving  of  a 

higher SERPs placing.

Keyword Your Domains

A good way to improve your SERPs positon is  to use a domain name that  contains  your main keyword.  For  

example www.chefats.com would be a great choice (if it were available!). Be imaginatve and make the most out  

of ‘domain suggeston tools.’ Like the one included in the SiteBildZ.com sofware. These tools are designed to allow 

the niche marketer to fnd suitable domains; they can ofen give you keyword clues too.
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Long-Tail Keywords 

In additon to fnding alternatve words for a product in order to rank well for less compettve keywords in the 

SERPs, fnding longer keywords is the most efectve method for niche marketers to grab that trafc. Longer tail  

keywords are generally 3 and up to a maximum of 5 words.

Startng with our keyword ‘chef hat’ we develop a list such as follows:

Pleated chef hat
Tall chef hat
Tall chefs hat
white chef hat

Red chefs hat
Pleated chefs hat
chef hat for kids 
Toque (the proper name for a chefs hat)

It is obvious from the graph (lef) that the long tail  

keyword  has  a  large  proporton  of  the  available 

search  trafc.   This  is  important  for  the  niche 

marketer  as  being in a niche means focusing on a 

small product range or narrow market. The fact that 

much  trafc  is  generated  from  these  long  tail 

keywords indicates that the more inventve you are 

in fnding these long tail keywords, the better.  

When  we  examine  conversion  rates 

(right) it  is plain that long tail  keywords 

convert much better; the trafc is lower 

however so a balance needs to be found. 

You will notce a key feature of this is that 

competton goes down too. This means 

that where higher trafc rates are found 

for a long tail keyword that you have the 

best chance of making good revenue.
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Keyword Tools

There are a number of tools available to help you fnd suitable products 

to market. These tools ofer a number of services ranging from simply 

allowing you to check the historical statstcs of trafc for one or more 

keywords  to  a  full-blown  Keyword/Niche  research  dashboard  like 

SiteBildZ.com ofers that helps identfy keywords, the trafc levels and 

many other keyword related tools such as long-tail keyword suggeston 

tools, statstcs and demographics. Statstcs vary a little depending on the 

sofware  but  the  data  supplied  through  the  SiteBildZ  sofware  is 

extremely accurate.  Google’s trafc statstcs may not reveal the whole 

market trend. However, they are stll going to be a strong indicator of the 

available trafc and the competton for the keyword as they handle over two thirds of the world’s online searches. 

Using a keyword tool that suggests new keywords for you, and in partcular long-tail keywords, can be an essental  

piece of  sofware for  the serious niche marketer  to  own.  Google  will  give  out  a  limited amount of  keyword  

suggestons in the list produced when you enter a basic keyword, but this is limited to only 3 words and has too 

much variety for many keyword suggeston uses in the world of niche marketng, you need to get into the very 

detail when it comes to long tail keywords in order to get the trafc you need. 

Once you have found your best ft soluton to keyword discovery you can then compile a list of perhaps 20 or so  

relevant keywords you can then estmate the trafc levels for each of these keywords. The secret to this process is  

in choosing keywords that have low competton and high trafc. This is not an easy task as many people out there  

might be competng for that lucratve top spot in Google, but there are many new products coming to market 

every day so fnding them and researching their keywords can give you the power to springboard your site to a  

No1 SERPs spot in no tme. Just because a partcular product is a highly competed item does not put you out of the 

running either; the competton that the Google keyword tool suggests is related to competng advertsers not the  

competton to get to No1 in the SERPs. 

Entering keywords into Google or Bing will give you the list of results that you will be competng with. A quick  

browse of the top of this page should immediately show you how much competton you face for that keyword. If  

the list that contains mainly large ecommerce sites like amazon and target/Wal-Mart etc. you may be in for a  

tough tme; if you simply see other niche sites, you can nearly always beat them to those coveted top 3 spots – but  

be prepared for them to react and compete more heavily with you. There is nearly always a Wikipedia entry high  

up but you are not in competton with them as they do not sell anything, so you can ignore that presence. 
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So where should you start in developing a niche marketng business? Regular market  

research is not so useful when it comes to niche marketng as the percentages of those 

purchasing are so small, a large cross secton of the market has to be assessed in order 

for the numbers to be meaningful.  How do we do that?  We use keyword tools to help  

examine statstcs about the available consumer market for your niche product. 

Building a Site

The next  step is  to prepare a website  that  will  address the niche you have 

chosen. Spending a lot of tme or money on a clever design can be costly but  

now with SiteBildZ.com you can create efectve niche webites that ofer almost 

everything under the sun in a fracton of the tme it would take you to create  

these site manually.

Niche sites in general do not have their own checkout system (although they 

can if appropriate) as most of the sales trafc is driven through afliate advertsing to other sites where money is  

collected and deliveries made etc. Niche marketers make money from commission which is automatcally assigned  

when the site visitor either clicks on an ad and even more commission if the visitor completes a sale having clicked  

through.

Trustworthy informaton

Your  site  should  contain  trustworthy  informaton  so  your  business  is 

perceived as reliable. Testmonials should be genuine and credible. In law, 

using  fake  ones  could  be  seen  as  is  fraud  by  a  court  and  you  could 

potentally be sued.  This  rarely  happens and sadly  most testmonials you 

read are indeed fake or at best rewritten. Niche products rarely need a high 

pressure  sales  pitch  because if  you did  the job right,  your  trafc will  be 

predisposed toward a purchase of your product(s). The most efectve way 

to appear reliable and trustworthy is to inform your buyer honestly and properly instlling a sense of trust, then  

ofer a call to acton to encourage the actual purchase. 

The content you write is the conduit through which this is achieved. Simply adding keywords in and repeatng  

them in many diferent ways might be efectve at squeezing every drop of trafc out of the search engines. But if  

when these people arrive they are faced with a barely understandable mass of keyword stufng, with ridiculously  

keyword-stufed headings and image captons, they will leave. Your chance of a sale is gone, they will not return. 
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What is needed is balance – this means using carefully chosen keywords, a number of long tail and semantcally 

similar words, and plenty of well-linked, honest accurate informaton. The last advice is to make sure your site  

contains NO spelling errors as research shows (Univ. of London) that 68% of people will not buy from a website  

where there are grammatcal errors or typos. 

Avoid Over-Use of Internal Links

Masses of internal links are not seen as quality content by Google so only link where it actually helps the user. 15  

links to the same product page from a single paragraph on your landing page will be punished by Google as this is  

another  SEO  technique  they  do  not  approve  of.  The  use  of  overly-long  menus  in  the  footer  was  recently  

“algorithm-ed” out of Google too. 
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Advertsing & Marketng Niche Products

Advertsing types for Niche Marketers

Finding the ideal product(s) for a niche marketng project is a challenge for all marketers; there are a number of  

ways to approach the issue depending on what type of trafc you are driving – PPC or regular search are two of the 

most popular ways to do this.  If you choose PPC, there are limited optons available – Google has a stranglehold  

on most of that market with their AdSense and AdWords oferings. 

AdSense

AdSense allows website publishers to place HTML code in a suitable space on their site which will  link to the  

AdSense engine and based on the content published at that page, will place contextually relevant advertsements.  

These are generally boxed graphics, banners or images with attached links but can be in the form of text links too.  

The website owner/publisher gets paid a commission for every tme a site visitor clicks on the advertsement. The  

art of making money from this relies on high 

trafc volumes, a well-designed site where the 

advertsing is properly featured and quality site 

content. 
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General SERPs Search Engine Marketng (SEM)

Whatever your advertsing or product choice is, or the mechanism used to collect your commissions, there is one 

thing that is certainly required and that is trafc. To create successful niche marketng sites you will need to be 

able to generate enough buyers to make it worthwhile. One popular way get this done without spending more is 

to optmize your niche site so it can feature well in the search engine results. This is a long term efort and may  

take several weeks and even months to be a success but once you are listed high up in the results you will soon get  

the trafc you need. The great thing about marketng a niche product is that by the very defniton of a niche, there 

will not be very many people ahead of you in the search engines. 

The Relevance of Your SERPs Positon 

In the niche marketng business you need to rank well to succeed. That translates to page 1 of the SERPs; page 2 is 

a very lonely place – barely 10% of searchers make it to page 2, and a paltry 5% or less to page 3, tailing of  

proportonally thereafer. For niche products the searcher is much more likely to click on SERPs page one, positons 

1 to 3 or on an AdWords ad in the sidebar. This means your site needs to be in that top 3 and preferably at No 1  

positon in the SERPs for the keywords you have chosen. This will  not  happen overnight  as Google does not  

promote sites up the rankings that quickly, but with good SEO applied, the positon can be improved almost daily  

untl you reach a top spot. 

Marketng Opportunites Though YouTube

Creatng a video for YouTube is not that difcult these days. A $25 webcam can capture  

remarkably clear pictures and reasonable quality sound so making a video can be relatvely  

cheaply  done.  The  big  queston  is:  What  do  you  make  a  video  about?  The  answer  is: 

Anything related to the products in your niche. This might be a demonstraton (if you have 

the product to hand),  a verbal review of it, a cartoon, anything you want that will be  looked 

at by the type of person that is likely to be interested in buying that niche product. The video can feature a link in  

the additonal info that YouTube allows you to post alongside the video. The last frames can also display the URL  

and a message to encourage viewers to visit your niche site. In combinaton with Facebook where videos can be  

posted and become viral (widespread) if they are deemed interestng enough, a huge amount of trafc can be  

driven to a site.  How much of this will convert depends on many factors such as the demographics, price, product  

type etc.
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A is for Artcle

To get a niche marketng site to rank well in the SERPs, trafc can be driven to your niche website by producing  

artcles which are then published to include backlinks to your site. If the content is of interest to the public, it may  

appear as one of the SERPs, quite possibly well above your site, as publishers such as Ezine.com, a well-known  

artcle publisher, has a high PageRank in general and a strong presence in the search engines. The high readership 

resultng from their strong search presence attracts trafc to the link to your niche website, and thus to your  

afliate ads. Artcle marketng can be a very successful way to drive trafc to your site especially if the artcles are 

relevant, well-written and appealing.

The backlinks that these artcles contain also add to the SEO for your niche website. Link building is important for  

optmizing your site for the search engines so not only might your target audience be presented with a link to you  

from an artcle that is published and ranks well, your site itself can sit right next to that listng so that you can have 

2 (or more) results,  doubling your chances of user clicking on your link.  Be very careful to only put in limited  

numbers of links and only from material that supports the content of your site; a link to your chefs hat site from a  

gaming console site is useless and will be consequently punished by Google. A backlink to the same site from a  

cooking  oriented  site  however,  would  be  deemed  relevant  and  improve  your  sites  perceived  quality  and 

consequently your site’s rank in the SERPs. See the secton below on the Google “Penguin” update to understand  

why although it can be efectve SEO (Search Engine Optmizaton), backlinking needs to be applied judiciously.

Social Network Marketng

Marketng niche products can include the creaton of Facebook pages to generate site trafc. A Facebook page is 

free – the only thing is that you need a lot of Facebook friends to go down this route for it to be useful. That is not  

to  say  that  this  is  a  partcularly  difcult  challenge  –  many  niche  marketers  use  Facebook  and  other  social 

networking sites to drive trafc. Social networking may not suit all types of products but can be a successful means 

of driving trafc to your niche website. The friends that you make on your site determine the quality of the trafc  

and their predispositon to make a purchase. If the majority are under the age of 20, they are unlikely to purchase  

many  chef  hats  for  example…  As  with  all  trafc  generaton  techniques;  the  quality  of  the  trafc  (i.e.  their 

predispositon to make a purchase) is directly proportonal to the revenues they will generate. 
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Google, SEO and Niche Marketng

Keeping Things in Check - The ‘Panda’ and ‘Penguin’ Updates

Google updates and tweaks its algorithms daily but every now and then they make a major change which afects  

the ranking positon of hundreds of thousands or more websites. These major changes 

are usually in response to creeping abuse of the search engines by those seeking to gain 

higher ranking. In February 2011 Google began with the “Panda” updates.  According to  

Google’s ofcial blog post when Panda launched,

This update is designed to reduce rankings for low-quality sites—sites which are low-value add for users, copy  

content from other websites or sites that are just not very useful. At the same tme, it will provide beter rankings  

for high-quality sites—sites with original content and informaton such as research, in-depth reports, thoughtul  

analysis and so on.

below is a Googles own info graphic tmelining the updates:

1. Panda 1.0 (aka the Farmer Update) on February 24th 2011 2.

2. Panda 2.0 on April 11th 2011. (Panda impacts all English speaking countries)

3. Panda 2.1 on May 9th 2011 or so

4. Panda 2.2 on June 18th 2011 or so.

5. Panda 2.3 on around July 22nd 2011.

6. Panda 2.4 in August 2011(Panda goes internatonal)

7. Panda 2.5 on September 28th 2011

8. Panda 2.5.1 on October 9th 2011

9. Panda 2.5.2 on October 13th 2011

http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2011/02/finding-more-high-quality-sites-in.html
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10. Panda 2.5.3 on October 19/20th 2011

11. Panda 3.1 on November 18th 2011

12. Panda 3.2 on about January 15th 2012

13. Panda 3.3 on about February 26th 2012

14. Panda 3.4 on March 23rd 2012

15. Panda 3.5 on April 19th 2012

16. Panda 3.6 on April 27th 2012

17. Panda 3.7 on June 8th 2012

18. Panda 3.8 on June 25th 2012

19. Panda 3.9 on July 24th 2012

20. Panda 3.9.1 on August 20th 2012

21. Panda 3.9.2 on September 18th 2012

22. Panda Update #20 on September 27 2012 (overlapped the EMD Update)

23. Panda #21 on November 5th 2012

24. Panda #22 on December 4th 2012

25. Panda #23 on December 21st 2012

26. Panda #24 on Jan. 22nd 2013 

This “Penguin” update was specifcally aimed at reducing the proliferaton of high ranked sites that use Black-Hat  

SEO techniques to achieve their high SERPs positon. Black-Hat refers to SEO that is frowned upon by Google and 

perceived as cheatng the system to get higher SERPs ranking. White hat is the opposite; that is SEO efort that 

Google encourages such as the correct use of Meta Tags and inbound links from genuine sources. 

The Penguin update removed hundreds of thousands of pages from the top of the search results due to the fact  

that they had too many incoming links in comparison to average website backlink densites. Sites also punished 
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had little content above the fold (the break in the page where you have to scroll down to read more) with a sales  

video being prevalent (a typical sign of a hard-sell website).

 Unfortunately many niche sites were also hard hit by the Penguin changes because they had “too much” SEO  

going on, so check out the rules that Google applies and beware of overdoing things by keeping to natural, well  

written text without repettve keywords, instead optng for keyword variatons - Google uses sematc indexing to  

relate non-exact matching keywords to the searcher’s query so your site will stll be listed.

Link Farms and Paid Links

The Google Penguin update specifcally targeted (amongst others) sites that use link farms. These are where you 

join a website for a fee and as a member you are requires you to link to everyone; 

in  return  they  all  link  back to  you.  Other  sites  build  links  for  cash.  These  links 

typically come from forum posts and other low-grade locatons and include pretty 

much anywhere that it is easy to leave a link back to your site. 

Such SEO methods are now outdated and other similar link building eforts will fail  

– Google has a keen eye on backlinking actvites and can easily compare unusual  

actvity  to  the  norm  so  although  short  term,  results  might  be  good,  you  can 

guarantee it will not last long. 

The only way to get quality links is to build them very carefully, link from relevant sites and those with a high 

PageRank wherever possible. It seems they want quality content for their users and one of the ways they are going  

to make that happen is to keep attacking and removing search engine indexing for sites that either have poor  

incoming links

Provide Quality Content.

Poor quality content is another reason for reduced search engine performance. This means not using reproduced  

content (even if you have permission) and stcking to well-written, unique and informatve content that is not  

overly stufed with keywords. Many think that copying content from elsewhere (even with permission) is good to  

add more text to a site; this is incorrect. Adding some useful informaton from another site is ok but Google checks  

text for originality and when it  fnds copies of text, such as an artcle copied from another site – even if  it  is  

relevant – it  can check to see which copy was the original;  Google will  ONLY rank the original work in search  

results. This does not mean you will be punished for duplicated content (unless that’s all your site contains!), it  

simply means that the copied text will add no extra SEO weight to your website. The site would rank in the same 

place with, or without the copied text. 

It  is  better  to  spend  a  little  tme and  rewrite  something  properly  rather  than  copy  verbatm unless  that  is  



This  guide is  provided to you at no cost  from SiteBildZ.com.  It  is  for  your own personal  use and cannot be  
redistributed or rewritten in any way.

appropriate (such as when quotng other works). Copying without explicit permission is against copyright law. 

The end-result of Google’s pernickety rules is that  the search results should contain less poorly written over-

optmized  websites  in  preference  for  well  written,  user-friendly  and  appealing  sites  that  are  “appropriately”  

optmized (which itself is a moving target at best but quite achievable) for the search engines.
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Final Thoughts

This was written as a guide for those wishing to get started in the world of online 

niche  marketng  and  it  is  hoped  that  anyone  who  has  a  reasonable 

understanding  of  how websites  work,  how to  create  them and  what  search 

engine optmizaton is  all  about can quickly  get  a grasp of the fundamentals 

required to start up a niche marketng project. 

The general consensus is that Google and Bing/Yahoo are constantly striving to 

improve the quality of their search results. In order to do this they impose fairly  

stringent  requirements  for  those wishing to be ranked highly  in  their  search 

engine  results.  Although  the  term  ‘stringent’  might  imply  that  it  is  very 

challenging  to  meet  these requirements  the reality  is  that  the rules  are  not 

difcult to follow. It is temptng to stray from them in order to improve positon 

in the SERPs and the revenues that brings, but Google et al. are pretty quick to 

spot these inconsistencies and if you are sandboxed (removed completely from 

the results i.e banned, rather than simply being moved down the ranking) you 

will  face a hard and lengthy tme getng back in the SERPs again -  they are 

unforgiving in this respect. 

Playing  the  SEO/SEM  game with  Google  and  Bing/Yahoo  has  always  been  a 

hoop-jumping exercise with the rules changing almost daily, but played right and 

with respect for the referee, niche marketng can provide a residual income that  

can grow to be sufcient enough to allow for an exit from the rat race. 
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